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houses built are being let at what is calculated to.be an economic rent.The National Housing Corporation was set up in 19S4- to assist in
the relief of the housing problem in Uganda. Two extracts from.. the act will
suffice for ,our discussion here: Section 3, sub-section 1 f) it shall
have the power to" build or permit or to assist the building on any land
owned, leased or controlled by the Corporation, of prernises other than dwelling
houses, where such prernises; are considered by the Corporation to contribute to
the inprovement or development of a housing estate"; and subsection 6 a)
"to'enter into any .agreement with any person for.the establishment of any project
or undertaking."
'
• • ' , . .
The title "National Housing Corporation" would seem to be quite specific, but
in fact in practice the two clauses quoted above seem to have allowed several
divergences from the original Intention of the Corporation. Since I.have not
yet talked to anybody in the Corporation it would be prenatur;c • to make any
dogmatic assetions here, but certainly the actural manner of working of the
Corporation is of little value in relleving the pressure on the housing market.
For instance the internal administration of the Corporation has "been alleged to
be' overburdened with overhead costs on projects outside the purlieu of a
Housing Corporation.
In addition to the ab'ove institutions each MInistry has its own
particular housing need for its entitled offices, and so it is impossible to
get a figure of total government Investment in housing from the latest
Development Plan. Thus Central .Government development expenditure ('Table 18,
Work for Progress) inclüdes' provision for £620,000 to housing out of- a total
of £106 million. Mditionally the £1.5 million pounds allocated to Kingdom
and local Government must include an element for housing loans t-o local
Government, but there is no indication to what extent this is'.
Evidence
presented by the Kampala-I engo Regional Planning Mission to the Town and
Country Planning Board claims that 4-0,000 new houses would be needed in urban
areas in the five year planning period, costing an estimated £60 million if
built to National Housing Corporation Standards /&_. The Development Plan
states that "it is expected that during the Plan period the urban population
will increase by about 40,000 families. The Investment involved in hous-ing
them in sat'isfactory', though rnodest, dwellings will be over £20,000,000.
Present housing deficiencies and replacements of existing dwellings will call
for additional Investment, adding at least several more million pounds".
The Plan settles for a total of £25 million Investment in. housing. There are
several inconsistencies in the calculations in the Plan. First, the investment
in the Government's own houses is not stated. Second, no specific allowance
'has been ma.de for lending to local governments - tus out of the total £1,500,000
(the only source of capital funds to local government is though the Mnistry of
.Regional Administrations) Kanpala. has a capital development programme for 1967
of £454,000 in housing
and Jinja is hoping for a £100*000. housing loan in
1966,'Zü* if both of these . go through then the £1,500,000 is soon going to be
exhausted on housing alone. Third, the £25 million quoted as--total Investment
in housing in the Plan covers only the 40,000 houses, and nothing of the
Investment in floors, foundations, roofs, and docrs in the rural and per - urban
'areas, or other Investment in housing in towns. The Plan states that "most
rural house construction, however, is not covered in estimates of capital
formation and is, correspondingly, not included in the Plan targets."
(para 14-12'). Thus it is that the considerable per - urban investment ..in
housing to excluded from the Plan targets. Fourth, no account has been taken of
the inpact on the housing market of the Government Intention to "give a lead
by encouraging its own servants increasingly to provide their own houses."
(para 14-10).
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- 8 The bürden then is likely to fall on the private housing market, and
so it is here that more attention and Information collection is necessary.
In the private market,'the patterns depend critically on the level of income,
the ta.ce, and tribe of the consumer. The Kampala Tenants' Association, for
example, is predominantly representative of lower/middle income Asian residents
and shop-keepers, and the usüal means of an Asian to get accommodation is to
approach a broker, who will not be a registered agent with his name in the
classified telephone directory. One woul expect that relatives would be likely
to help in these cases as well, /ja African fresh into town looking for
emplcyment will usually stay with a. relative until he gets a job, and only then
start looking for accöromodation, which will usually be a single room. However,
a I/Juganda around Kampala., a husoga round Jinja etc, will have closer ties with
the area, and his attitude is likely to be distinctly different.
We can expect them, a rather small role for the estate agents of the
Nairobi/Ü.K. type, and this is reflected by the classified advertisement
columns of the Uganda Argus conpared with those of the Sast African Standard.
The role of this type of Institution is further curtailed by the extent of
enployers provision of housing. There exe however five property agents listed
in the latest telephone directory for Uganda. As more, and a greater proportion
of housing falls into the private market we would expect informalised personal
contacts to become increasingly formal and institutionalised, although how long
this will take to happen is very uncertain.
Firms housing' is more extensive in rural areas than in towns
(e.g. Modhvani at Kakira, and Kilembe Mines), but a notable exception is the
East African Railways and Harbours Administration. The whole field of firms
housing does not seeui to be terriblly urgent and it is feit that the work
necessary to get a detailed picture would be too time-consuming for the results
forthcoming.
V. Rents and Rent Control.
There are at least two valid methods of calculating an economic rent,
that based on market price fixed by supply and demand, and that calculated on
a full-cost basis. Of the two only the latter can be guaranteed to repay costs,
if it is assumed that rents can be'kept high in circumstances•where market forces
would determine a iowe rent. Therefore a Government all - purpose house could
be let x'or a many times higher rent in Kampala than in Entebbe, or even more
sö than in Gulu. In an equilibrium Situation in a near-perfect market the
market and cost-based rents would be virtually equal since houses would be
built by landlords in such a way as to make normal profits, so the houses
built would be related strictly in cost -fco the rent that could be charged.
It follows of couse that where there is a housing shortage then the market
rent will be higher than the cost based rent and so super-normal profits will
be earned, and where there is a surplus of housing then the market rent will
be lower than the cost-based rent. We can apply this type of analysis to the
various sub-markets in turn, based on the capacity and willingness of tenants
to pay the relevant rents in a sries of income groups.
In the U.K. "the proportion of total consumers' expenditure on housing
has been fairly stable at under a tenth throughout the post-war period" Z^?*
(P.160 footnote l).
Building Soqieties appear to use the Standard of a 25% of
income maximum in housing loan repayments. The Kenya Housing Report /!'?•
states that:
"Nowhere in the world, to the knowledge of the Mission, has there
"been an adequate study of the proportion of income that
families of given income levels can afford to pay fpr housing.
The general assumption is that they can afford what they spend.
Thus, In the usual demand analysis, the mean proportion is
calculated. and used v/hen both income and housing expenditure
data are available, generally with little attention to the extreme
variations even within income levels. Worse still, there are some
analysta who make an aibitrary judgement as to what families should
be able to pay." (para 94).
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Using Table VI first we see that rent in fact forms a much lower
proportion of expenditure than we might expect, and that as the size of
household risee and income rise£?,not only does the proportion of income spent
on rent tend to fall, but so a^sc does the absolute average of rent paid.
However, if we turn to Table VII we find that only In the lowest paid group
in Jinja was there more than 50,;j of the respondents paying rent, so the averages
are not really valid. Other than calculating the average rent paid by those
actually paying rent, further analysis on the basis of tribe and length of
stay would be useful, since no rent paid could represent, at the extremes, home
ownership or sleeping in a go-down. Irregulär payment of rent could be another
explanation of an apparent low rent level. It is possible that even if the
individual returns in these surveys were examined, then we should not even then
get satisfactory explanations of the variables, but of course this would be a
lot better than the averages in the reports. The middle income survey in Jinja
is apparently unlikely to be published - it sovered basic incomes of Shs.300/to Shs.1,000/- per month, Out of a sample of 150 there are 100 useable final
budgets, 24 of which are police and prison's staff who are allocated free housing.
This leaves 76 budgets, in other words half of the original sample.
One might have assumed that fairly detailed budget studies would be
carried out before legislated minimum wages' were calculated. However, from the
statistics presented in the report of the Advisory Board te- very little seems
to have been done. For Kampala and Jinja a mcnthly rent of Shs.20/~ is assumed
out of total minimum expenditure for a Single man of Shs.133/02 and 112/47
respectively. For ivasaka, Ivbale and Torc-ro the rents are Shs.lS/- out of
Shs.lo9/l5, 119/98, and 105/62, and for Gulu, Fort Portal and Jüasindi no rent
is allowed for out of Shs.84/71, 85/52, and 95/94. For the same towns, but
for a faraily, the sa.me rent figures have been assusaed. This suggests that
little use has been rna.de of the Statistics Department's surveys in the
calculation of legal minimum wages for Uganda. Information from the Kampala Hengo Regional Planning iviLssion Suggests that for Kampala, Single room rents
vary from Shs.25/- to Shs.75/- per month depending on location and facilities.
This appears to be confirmed by some pilot results from the Gugler/Klein labour
survey, and from the pilot results in Sntebbe of my own survey.
The Okae Oommission Report ^^"remarked that:
"The quajatity of comprehensive rental evidence offered covering the complete
ränge of properties was disppointing." (p.13)
This remark seems justified.
If there is a shortage of accommodation, other things being equal, one would
expect the proportion of &DP accounted for by rents to use. Therefore a series
coirparing monetary G-DP with Rents would be very interesting. Unfortunately
this is not possible In Uganda since the Rents figures are inputed to a very
considerable extent.
"Hardly any Information is available regaruing the quantity of housing
or the prices paid. The following procedure has been adopted. It has been
assumed that expenditure on housing amounts to 10 per cent of income in the
following groups:
1. Employees in Private Industry
a) Europeans
b) Asians and other
2. Eirployees in Public Services
a) Europeans
b) Asians and others
3. Taxpayers (Individuais excluding enployees)
4. Africans in Kampala,
Jinja and iVibale.
M . -Masaka,
(P. 114).
/l5. Uganda Government; Report of the minimum Wages Advisory Board, Govt.
Printer, Entebbe, 1965.
/l6. Uganda Government; Report of the Gornmission of Enquiry into the strueture
and Level of Rents
; Govt. Printer, Entebbe, 1964.
/l7. Uganda Government; The Real Growth of the Econony of Uganda 1954-62;
Statistics Division, Ministry of Flanning and Community Development,
1964.
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' Table VIII.
Summary of the East African Operations of the First
Permanent Building Society as at 1963.
Deposits

Mortgages outstanding

Kenya

1,535,459 '

2,772,247

Tanganyika

1,572,076

1,669,877

747,185

631,414

66,737

61,381

3,641,797

5,134,919

Uganda
Zanzibar

Source:

J. Loxley: PhD thesis University of Leeds.

The substantially overlent position of this, and the other building societies,
was nollified
by loans from the Commonwealth (lately Colonial) Development
Corporation, so that they did not collapse completely. Subsequently the CDC
has invested about £500,000 in the Hotising Finance Company of Kenya Ltd., a Joint
CDC - Kenya Government venture, using the administrative resources of the ?*irst
Permanent in Kenya, and lending at 8^o. The Uganda Government is hoping to set
up a similar Institution in the near future (para 14-9); and preliminary investigations have been carz.'ied out.
In addition to Building Societies, Life Insurance Companies are a recognised source of building funds as they can lend against the security of a life
insurance policy and the house involved. In Kenya. most of the mortgages that
Insurance Conpanies have one -In large buildings
, and it might be difficult
to get a detailed breakdown of assets. The technique of this kind of loan is
described by Needleman:

i

"When loans are made for house purcha.se they are usually combined
with a life insurance endowment policy of the same amount and
period of the loan. Interest is paid on the loan but there are
no repayments of capital. At the same time, constant premiums are
-paid ön the enlbwnent policy until it motives,"%hen it is used to
repay the loan. ,If. the borrower dies before' the end of - the period,
the policy motives at on e and again repays the loan."
U?»128)

The Gommercial Banks are not in the market for housing loans, but
certainly do o n occasions give loans for this purpose. At present one case
is known where a loan has been given to an employee to build a house at Katali.
The Uganda Credit and Savings Bank used to give a substantial number of loans
for house building, especially being tied to a scheme for civil servants not
entitled to housing, set up in 1955 in collaboration with the African Housing
Department, and applied in pa.rticul.ar to the Ktinda home-ownershio estate.
I have yet to check the' statistics with the bank, but from the annual reports
It appears that 12 such loans were given in the four years during which the
scheme operated. In 1960/61 a senior civil servants housing loan scheme was
started, with government guarantees, but this apparently had little success.
The 1961/62 Arnual Report stated:
"In the absence of any other form of building society read.y to lend to
Africans, the Bank has lent substantial sums for the completion of
permanent dwelling houses. It may not be generally known that the
Bank is responsible for the building loans made to African civil
servants, in addition to catering for the needs of the•gerieral putlio,
and as each individual loan is of necessity large and can onlybe
repaid over a long term, housing loans have absorbed a considerable
proportion of the Bank's capital. Düring the year 35 loans amounting
to Shs.648,045/00 were approved." At aff/orate of interest.
/22.
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A number of the relevant statistics have been gleaned from the
Arnual Reports of the UCSB and they appear in Table IX, but unfortunately the
extreme in-consistency of the reports does not allow continued series. I shall
be approaching the Uganda Commercial Bank to ask for statistics to complete
specific series in the table.
The Uganda Commercial Bank does not give loans for house construction.
In an interview recently the Lanaging Director of the UCB, i'r. Joseph Iv'ubiru
said:
"Since last year we' have ceased 'to be a Building Society. This type
of finance is no longer available from the Uganda Commercial Bank.
We are strictly in business and we intend to stay." / ^ '•:•
It is not immediately clear how a building society differs in theory from a
housing cooperative, for it fulfils the functions of a.'savings
"... s
bank and Investment in housing. The merit of a housing cooperative in relation
to a pure building society like those already in East Africa is that it can take
any form suitable and appropriate to the group of people that it caters for.
Thus an Ismaili housing Cooperative will differ substantially from Trade Union
housing Cooperative, particularly in the sources of finance and the question
of sanctions against defaulters. In the former case the Diamond Jubilee
Investment Trust has invested a considerable amount of money in houses and
shops/residences in East Africa. A housing scheme was started by the Ismaili
community in Uganda in 1950, and in Tangfyiyika there are 30 Ismaili housing c
cooperatives with 1000 families housed.
• There is a specific aim by this c
community to house its members in reasonable Standard accommodation.
In
contrast there is little experience of housing cooperatives outside this closed
community, at least, none has come to rr.y notice. A projected Uganda. TUC
scheme 11—• was wishful thinking, and no progress has been made with it. Some
work has been done in internal Government documents on the setting up of
building, saving and loan associatiohs, specifically for Tanzania and also in
Uganda. Certainly in the projected scheme at Ntinda, involving self-help and
core-housing some finance will be necessary on a loan basis, but as yet there
is no Institution that can give it. In fact a relatively easy way of giving
loans is for specific durable pieces of Investment such as föundations, doors,
windows, roofs, and this could also be used for improving the Standard of
existing houses. This type of Institution is extremely underdeveloped in Uganda.
The role of private money lenders in the housing market is conpletely
unknown to be at present, but one can expect that they do have some activity in
housirg finance.
VII. Subsidized Institutional Housing.
Uganda, public servants in the higher grades are entitledto the
benefits of heayily subsidized-high quality housing - this increases considerably
the real income of these beneficiaries, but at present I have not consulted the
tax departments to find out on what basis this extra income is taxed. Since high
level public nanpower gets this privilege, then to be conpetitive the private
employers must also extend the practice to their equivalent enployees... I shall
not attenpt a detailed description of the methods of allocating houses to public
servants, or of the documents detailing the history of housing entitlement in
the colonial and Uganda public Service - the practice has been continued from
the days of the Protectorate without any apparent effort to change the policj^.
Suffice It to say that all published advice proffered to the government has been
to the effect that it must end its housing responsibilities except in the case
of remote areas, and probably also in the case of expatriate enployees on
contract, ZMZ*
To date the Government has taken no steps to implement this
advice, and recently contracted to rent half of the flats constructed by the
National Housing Corporation at Bukoto.
These flats are let to the general
public at Shs.500/- per month, but to civil servants at Shs.100/-. The result
of this policy is that the real value of housing is obscured. to a considerable
body of the population, and the quality/cost relationship in the whole housing
market is divorced from the artificial government provision of houses.
Tho l.V.plc,, 30th June, Ir36.
Loxely.: 013. cit.
Uganda!' Argus
'Uganda. Government; Report of tho 'G-vcrnment' § ousin" ' Policy
' Coi-X-ittoc; Govt. Irinter, Jintebbe '1962. ..
: /28. Ugan&^BovÖrn:.ent, Civil Sorvice" Salaries öomnissi-.n l£65
/29. Uganda "Argus, 19th ^ugdsi: 1S66.
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The upshot is that the present stock of houses in Uganda is not related to
the real effective demand, so that rnany people renting Government "pool" houses,
would not be prepared to pay the füll economic (cost-based) rent, and if these
houses were put on to the free market in the main towns one would expect demand
for them at this rent to leave a number of them errpty, and the displaced public
servants would be forced into lower quality housing, raising the rents there in
the stock period.- The Scaff Report /30- p u t the case for removing the housing
responsibility rather well:
"The effect of the practice of subsidizing the rents of higher
paid civil servants as well as lower income families, on the
African housing estates has been practically to eliminate the
interest of private individuals in owning their own houses.
The market in housing is greatly depressed, and private
developers are dlscouraged from investing in the face of
heavily subsidized rents, Unless the Situation can be corrected and the subsidies lifted, the Government is faced vri-th
an impossible problem of crea.ting thousands of new houses for
Kampala's increasing population and pouring scarce resources
into the continued subsidy of rents." (para 20)
The result of such subsidized rents in the high income levels is shown well
in the Okae Commission Report: "We were Struck by the general lack of appreciation of the true market value of property at the present time and also the
real value of money relative to the values of older properties at the time
they were built. Many tenants, either through fear of the Commission acting
on their words or through lack of appreciation of the real value of money,
Y/ere unable to related what they considered as reasonable rents to rents which
could be economic"•(para 53)
The result of Government policy is therefore
a misallocation of scarce resources into this high quality housing, and a
considerable embarrassment in the Government's capital budgetting and
employment policies. On the 2nd February this year the then Minister of State,
the Hon. G. Ibingira, replied to a question in the National Assembly thus:
"There are 63 Public Officers with their families
(114 persons) at present accommodated in hotels, and
since Ist July 1965 a sum of Shs.460,096/50 has been
spent. The position of course, changes almost daily."
Until alternative provision has been raade for public servants to
house themselves, through for instance the provision of a mortgage scheme,
it would seem to be impossible to change the present policy without giving
rise to even more anomalies. It is difficult, for example, to see how
different terms of service can be given to new officers compared v/ith present
officers on the same scale. A transition period seems to be called for, duging
which all government "pool" houses will be. sold off or let at rents gradually
approaching an economic level. This would also simplify the institutional
responäibilities for housing between ministries, leaving only remote area
housing and, probably, housing for expatriates as government responsibility.

/50.
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Table X.
Some institutional rents (provisional table) Shs
per month

2 bedrooins

3 bedrcoms

4 bedrooms

Government

100/-

100/-

100/-

Karpala CC.

70/-

125/-

125/-

KCC to. nonentitled officers

200/-

320/-

320/-

KCC to non-officers

400/-

640/-

640/-

UEB

195/-

263/-

337/-

UEB to non-UEB stäff

585/-

585/-

Sources:

''

1,180/-

Discussion in Kampala - Ivlengo Regional Flanning Mission.

VIII. Land Tenure and Urban Development.
The land tenure question enters the housing market in two distinct
ways. First there is the availability of land on which to build, and second
there is the matter of security of loans. The two are related in the final
analysis, but Separation at this stage should help. Inside towns the market
and availability of land is determined by the local authorities, and in Kampala
the Lands Committee is concerned with allocation, price, and the terms of leases.
Outside towns the land tenure Situation is still not quite clear to me, apart for
the well-documented case of Btganda. This Is where we move into the second aspect,
for sale of land involves change of ownership, and a secure title to land is
necessary foraloan to pursue development. So investigation of the land tenure
implications on the housing market needs to pay attention to these conditions.
A further difficulty is the use of land as security against loans from allen
based financial institutions, but this will gradually become less of a problem.
Some Information on the working of the land market on the fringes of Kanpala is
already available, but more work needs to be done to get any useful conclusions,
or conparsons with inside Kanpala. Information from titles Offices should be
very interesting.
The land tenure question has recently r.pinred 0 n that of urban
development, for although the Kanpala. City Council insists that there is still
plenty of land available inside its borders, the central Government pilot
project for a new structure for Karpala has had to go to Ntinda, outside the
city boundary, since the city could not, apparently, make land available.
Thus, in addition to the tenure questions above, the a c t u a l allocation of land
piece by piece would also be a necessary part of a conprehensive.study. As to
the future, the gradual expansion of toi/ms will bring in its wake many tenure
Problems which do not concern us here.
Urban
development involves questions of philosophy as well as
physical planning. This is well reflected by a quotation from a town"planning
conference held in 1956: "The. most atriking thing about Uganda is-that its Africans
do not know how to live in towns." Z^l-(P.7).- The/Africans in Uganda do want to
live in towns, and from this follows the need to design towns suitable to
Ugandan rather than alien conditions. In the past there has been a danger of
excessive concern about town planning and building Standards, and insufficient
in getting to a minimum cost, but it seems probable that • the worst period ended
/51.
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with the introduction of grade II and Tenporary housing regulations in 1956.
At present a lot of attention is being focused on to slum clearance
•, but
this, or urban renewal as its proponents prefer to call it, merely rejduces the
stock of houses in one price band, and increase the stock by a smaller number
at a later date in a different. higher, price band. It therefore contributes
negatively to the overall supply of housing despite inproving housing Standards.
So if the displaced occupants- are to live in the redeveloped area they have to
be subsidized fairly considerably. An example of this experience can be found
in Gentrai Lagos
y and calnulations for Galculta are that to rehouse 189,000
"bustee" families about 0 262 nillicnwould be required to build the housing,
and a further 0 26 million per annum for subsidies - "The expenditure of such
sums of money on one city for slum rehousing is clearly impssible." /34. (p.gg)
The prqposed Kisenyi urban renewal scheme (see above) was to have had a capital
Investment of £1.8 million for 1,076 dwellirg units, or say no more than 5-,Ö00
people. This scheme has been indefinitely postponed for the reasons given above.
IX. A Housing Survey.
Some surveys with statistics on housing have been carried out in Uganda.
The "Patterns of Incomo
have some of the data necessary to get an idea
of the significance of housing in budgets. Other than tl.is there is Southall
and Gutkind's work on Kisenyi and 1/ula.go in the mid-1950s£££' and W ork in the
Kampala Menge Regional Flanning Mission on Naguru/Nakawa estates and Nakesero/Kololo
plus some follow up work on Kisenyi. Of these I have some detailed statistics
for Naguru/Nakawa and Nakasero/Kololo. Additionally there is some work done at
Makerere by the Sociology Department and Ralph Grillo-;on Nsambya Railway Eatate
and Kibuli. It is apparent from this list that few of these fulfil the condition
in section I here of "the demand for housing of those who work in town," rather
this teils us something about those already living in an urban area.
It was prticularly hoped. that it would be possible to do some
calculations on income elasticity of demand for housing, and here some further
problems arose. The most obvious was the difficulty.of handling those living
on subsidized estates, which ruled out a good deal of the Information available.
Another question was that of how long a person Jnad been -in an area and so how much
he knew about the market for housing, and whether he was living in his home ' ir
distruct or not. The third question was how to handle differences in the size
of household with its various expenditures on food and demand for living space.
A further factor was the locatlon of dwellings in relation to work place and the
town, and whether the wage income was the majority of total income. Finally It
was dificult to get a sufficiently wide income ränge with cornparable data. So
the answer to these problems seemed to be to collect some of my own data. The
result is ig- surveys. The half is that part of the Gugler/Klein labour survey
that ^ am participating in, and from this data on an income band from about
Shs.300/- to 1,000/- per month should be available for enployees in private
industry in Kanpala. The second Is a Public Service housing survey being
undertaken with the support of the kinistry of Public Service. This latter
sanple survey covers public servants .who are Uganda- Citizens-, earning roughly
Shs.200/- to 2,000/- not entitled or eligible for housing-from the government,
working in Kampala, Entebbe,•Gulu, Kabale, and. Mbale, and likely to be posted.
Table XI gives some. pilot results obtained when the draft questionnaire was
tried out Entebbe, but the table excludes data on the construction of the houses,
which will also be collected, and also a question which has been added subsequently on housing aspirations. Ho analysis has here been attempted,•and the
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results are given merely as an indication of the type of data being collected.
The results have, of course, no Statistical significance, but probably do not
differ rauch fron the final results in their overall shape.
¥e have a considerable amount of data here which can be processed.
The basic figures are those for incone elasticity of demand, and here I .am
hoping to use methods adopted in a U.S. study by iu.H. David
I have yet
to thoroughly digestthe precise relationships that he uses, but basically it
gives an income elasticity allowing for different numbers of rooms and size of
household. It will be possible to compare rents with distance from town, rents
with type of construction, length of &tay in town with home ownership, number
of people to a room, home ownership with distruct of origin etc. It will also
be possible to see v/hether there are any significant differences between towns
in these characterstics.
From data collected in these two surveys it should be possible to make
some predictions about the future developments in housing, and the likely ratio
of house-owners to renters. It is intended that a follow-up will be done on
the public service survey to check up on answers and find out building costs,
methods of finance, landlord/tenant relationships et©v
Conclusion.
This rather lengthy paper is in the nature of a mixture between a
procedural paper and a paper giving preliminary results. It is hoped that this
has not been too much to its detriment. Some gaps hsve been left intentionally
and expliciiy, but others surely exist - I hope to fill both types in the
remainder of the study.
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North - Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1962.
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The Uganda Commercial Bank does give short period loans which cover
the building period of a house only up to the obtaining of an occupation permit.

Table IX.
Uganda Credit and Savings Bank
2

1
Year

Total No. of
nc ,/ loans
approved

3
Total amount
of new loans
approved
Shs '000

MNo of loans
outstanding

-

Housing Loa,n Statistics
6

5
Amount of loans
outstanding
Shs '000

No of loans for
erection and
repair of
residential
buildings *

7
Total amount as
for Col. 6
Shs '000*

8
Amount of loans
outstanding for
residential
including
Shs '000

1950

166

829

166

829

32

163

-

1951

637

3678

707

2523

112

1447

-

1952

569

3594

1099

4953

79

1233

-

1953

357

2047

1285

6126

35

548

-

1954

112

447

1151

5050

12

130

-

34

195

991

4311

2

21

-

1955/56

122

713

787

3371

15

299

-

1956/57

191

3115

729

3052

3

30

—

567

4990

-

-

-

465

8866

—

—

-

1955-g

1957/58

-

-

1958/59

2733

1959/60

-

—

434

6045

-

-

-

1960/61

-

-

450

9156

-

-

-

1961/62

-

-

—

—

35

1962/63

—

-

—

-

-

1963/64

-

—

-

19939

-

—

19404

-

1964/65

102

3340

Source: Annual Reports J Uganda Credit and Savings Bank
Notes:

1950 to 1964-/65.

Not split between residential and Commercial buildings before 1959.

648
-

-

2047
1407

-

-
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